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Weaponizing Ho Chi Minh in Vietnamese Discourse on the
War in Ukraine
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Mắt Thần (Divine Eye), a state-linked Facebook page, has been attempting to mobilize pro-Russian
and anti-Ukrainian sentiments through the use of two old videos about Ho Chi Minh from Ukrainian
sources that it considers offensive. Picture: Banner of Facebook Page of Mắt Thần (Divine Eye) at
https://www.facebook.com/MatThan.Official

* Olga Dror is Professor of History in the Department of History, Texas A&M University,
USA. She has written extensively on Vietnamese religions, intellectual history, and various
aspects of the Vietnam War. Her current research focuses on the personality cult around
Ho Chi Minh.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Since Russia invaded Ukraine, the Vietnamese government has appeared
sympathetic to Moscow, unwilling to denounce its aggression. Facing criticism from
some quarters of the public, Vietnam’s propaganda machine has used social media
channels to justify the government’s position.

•

Mắt Thần (Divine Eye), a state-linked Facebook page, has mobilized pro-Russia and
anti-Ukraine sentiments by publishing videos on two old Ukrainian media items
about Ho Chi Minh that it considers offensive.

•

The controversial episode has led to conflicting reactions from Ukrainian and
Russian authorities, as well as Vietnamese netizens, who are themselves divided
over the war.

•

Divine Eye’s attempt to “weaponize” Ho Chi Minh to mobilize public support for
Vietnam’s stance on the Ukrainian conflict is another example showing that, more
than 50 years after his passing, Ho Chi Minh’s emotional appeal remains a useful
tool for Vietnam’s propagandists.

•

However, the reach of Divine Eye’s videos is rather limited, and the effectiveness
of this propaganda remains unclear.
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INTRODUCTION
Following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the Vietnamese official press has presented itself
as non-partisan. However, given Vietnam’s historical ties with Russia, and Moscow’s
present role as Hanoi’s main arms supplier, the Vietnamese government has appeared
sympathetic to Moscow, and has been unwilling to denounce its aggression. 1 Vietnam
abstained on two United Nations (UN) General Assembly resolutions that condemned the
invasion and voted against the suspension of Russia’s membership in the UN Human Rights
Council. On 19 April 2022, the Russian News Agency also announced that Vietnam and
Russia are planning to hold a joint military exercise in 2022. 2 Yet, many Vietnamese
intellectuals and members of the public have held a contrary view, condemning Russia’s
invasion and showing support for Ukraine.
Against this backdrop, there have been indications that Vietnam’s propaganda machine has
used different tools and narratives to justify its initial position on the conflict, often on social
media. This article looks at how Mắt Thần (Divine Eye), a state-linked Facebook page, has
mobilized pro-Russian and anti-Ukrainian sentiments by digging up two old media items
about Ho Chi Minh from Ukrainian sources that the page considers offensive. The episode
shows that more than 50 years after his passing, Ho Chi Minh remains not only an important
source of legitimacy for the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV) but also an effective
mobilizing symbol for its propaganda machine.
According to Divine Eye’s self-description,3 it is a media critic and a “multidimensional”
information sharing channel. The page was created on 29 March 2021. As of 22 May 2022,
it had 606,000 followers and followed no one. Divine Eye’s first video was uploaded on 27
April 2021. Since then, the page has posted between five and seven political videos per day,
each 12-13 minutes long. Since 21 November 2021, Divine Eye has also posted the same
materials on other channels, such as activepress24.com and canhco.net, suggesting that it is
a propaganda platform that seeks to maximize its reach to the Vietnamese public. The page’s
pro-state tone and the significant volume of materials it produces every day also suggests
that it is well-resourced and backed by Vietnam’s official propaganda machine. It has also
been identified by some researchers to be among the largest pro-Russia Facebook
pages/groups in Vietnam.4
Divine Eye’s logo is similar to the Divine Eye symbol in Caodaism, a syncretic religion in
southern Vietnam, which reminds followers that God sees everything. However, the logo
seems to have been copied from an image of the esoteric evil eye, the glance of which is
believed to destroy or harm anyone on whom it falls. Ironically, the original logo was first
posted online by a Ukrainian-Israeli artist who strongly denounced the Russian war in
Ukraine.5
Initially focusing on the COVID-19 pandemic and the South China Sea dispute, Divine Eye
has since February 2022 switched its attention to Russia’s war in Ukraine and adopted a
markedly pro-Russia and anti-Ukraine tone. Towards this end, it posted on 19 March 2022
a video in which it appealed to the Vietnamese public to be irate over the fact that “Ukrainian
Media Made a Film Insulting President Ho Chi Minh – Calling Him a Dictator of History”.6
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The video, which is 12 minutes and 42 seconds long, refutes two media items produced in
Ukraine: a 2013 article and a 2017 documentary. Divine Eye accused these media items of
slandering Ho Chi Minh by calling him a dictator. By 22 May 2022, the video had been
viewed 1.5 million times and shared 3,500 times, gathering 43,000 reactions and 12,000
comments.
Figure 1 - Screenshot of Divine Eye’s Video (21 May 2022)

One day after publishing the post, Divine Eye reinforced its argument with another video,
asserting that “Ukrainians Must Feel Ashamed When They Learn That Not Only Russia But
the Whole World Respects Uncle Ho”.7 The video opens with an image of a monument of
Ho Chi Minh erected in Moscow in 1990 with a superscription across the screen: “Uncle
Ho – An Icon Revered by the Entire World, But Ukrainians Still Fall into an Unforgivable
Mistake.” This is followed by an image of Lenin’s monument being destroyed and then
images of numerous monuments honouring Ho Chi Minh in countries around the world. By
22 May, this video had garnered 45,000 likes, 2,800 shares, 3,100 comments, and 965,000
views. Both posts are among the most visible and discussed videos that Divine Eye has ever
produced.
It is notable that the two Ukrainian media items that Divine Eye refers to in its videos were
published long ago and gained little attention until the page dug them up. The first video
referred to an article published in April 2013 by Oleg Bagan, the current Director of the
Dimitry Dontsov Scientific and Ideological Center in Drohobych in western Ukraine, in the
online newspaper Українська Правда (Ukrainian Truth). Written after the death of
Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez, the article evaluated his “left-populist” policies and
connected them to Lenin’s policies and how these resulted in great suffering and loss of life.
The author then claimed that Lenin’s policies were repeated by various charismatic leaders
of dictatorial regimes such as Mao Zedong, Ho Chi Minh, Pol Pot, Kim Il Sung, Fidel
Castro, Josip Broz Tito, Muammar Gaddafi, and Saddam Hussein. 8 This was the only
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mention of Ho Chi Minh in Bagan’s article. As of 21 May 2022, more than nine years after
its publication, the article had been read only 280 times.
The second Ukrainian media item mentioned by Divine Eye was produced over four years
ago. On 7 November 2017, the centenary of the October Revolution, the Ukrainian 24TV
channel published a 12-minute documentary titled “Ho Chi Minh – a God-like ElderDictator with a Bolshevist Heart.” The documentary was made by Andriy Konkov, a
Ukrainian journalist and news editor of the channel, as part of his “Dictators” series. 9
Konkov described Ho Chi Minh’s childhood and his trips to France, the Soviet Union,
China, and other places. He also discussed Ho Chi Minh’s role in the liberation of Vietnam
from the French. However, Konkov also called Ho Chi Minh an agent of the Kremlin and
raised topics considered politically sensitive in Vietnam, such as Ho Chi Minh’s
relationships with women; the 1953-56 Land Reform, which he said took 100,000 lives; and
the repression of intellectuals. He concluded that Ho Chi Minh was a dictator of an
authoritarian state. It is important to note that 24TV channel has a very limited daily
viewership of 1.1% in Ukraine.10 By 22 May 2022, the video had only registered 4,826
views, nowhere close to the viewership of some of Konkov’s other works that on average
garnered around 50,000 views each.

UKRAINIAN AND RUSSIAN OFFICIAL REACTIONS
In March 2018, several months after the release of Konkov’s video, Oksana Yurinets, a
member of the Ukrainian Parliament and head of a parliamentary group for interparliamentary relations with Vietnam, wrote a letter to the director of 24TV channel at the
request of then-Vietnamese Ambassador to Ukraine Nguyen Anh Tuan. In the letter,
Yurinets demanded that the channel “refute unreliable information” in the video as it
“undermines Ho Chi Minh’s prestige” and “misleads local people, especially those who are
sympathetic with Ho Chi Minh and Vietnam.” However, she did not specify what
information she wanted removed, and nothing was done about the video.11 Whatever the
case, Vietnamese propagandists ignored it for five years as they did Bagan’s article for nine
years. The fact that Divine Eye dug up these old media items to mobilize anti-Ukraine
sentiments following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine could hardly have been a coincidence.
On 21 March, two days after the release of Divine Eye’s first video, VOA Vietnamese
published a report in which Nataliya Zhynkina, Ukraine’s Chargé d’Affaires in Vietnam,
claimed that digging up and using these two old media items was “part of an information
war, with the aim of causing enmity between the people of Ukraine and Vietnam.” Zhynkina
stressed that the pieces got almost no attention in Ukraine and noted that Ukrainian
delegations to Vietnam always respectfully visited Ho Chi Minh’s mausoleum. She also
added that there was a high school named after Ho Chi Minh in Kyiv, and in 2015, the
Ukrainian Library of Parliament held an exhibition on “Ho Chi Minh and Ukraine” to mark
the 125th anniversary of his birth. Zhynkina alleged that “the origin of this attack is an
information source on Facebook, which broadcasts false content and propaganda from
Russia”. 12 On 23 March, Divine Eye struck back by accusing Zhynkina of causing a
5
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controversy “to force Vietnam to act to protect Ukraine” and condemning her for meeting
with “the opposition” in Vietnam.13
The episode also garnered attention from the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. On 6
April 2022, at her weekly briefing, Maria Zakharova, the Ministry’s spokeswoman, was
asked by a representative of the Ministry’s journal, Mezhdunarodnaya Zhizn’ [International
Life], about the reactions in Vietnam to the Ukrainian media items “insulting” Ho Chi Minh.
Zakharova commented that: “[T]his is a highly unsavoury story. At the same time, it is the
norm for the Kiev regime and those who follow its mainstream of twisting history.”14 The
response suggests that Zaharova was unaware of the nature of the two Ukrainian media
items, or that she intentionally associated the dated productions of two individuals with the
official view of the current Ukrainian government. On 15 April, the excerpts related to
Vietnam from Zakharova’s briefing were posted on the website of the Russian Embassy in
Vietnam in both Russian and Vietnamese.15 On 17 April, Divine Eye posted a video praising
the response of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. By 22 May, the video had garnered
290,000 views, 1,200 comments, 12,000 reactions, and almost 1,000 shares.16 The whole
episode suggests that Divine Eye is closely connected to pro-Russian interests.

VIETNAM IN-BETWEEN RUSSIA AND UKRAINE
There are some fallacies in Divine Eye’s videos. The creators of the videos conveniently
chose to focus on Konkov’s claim that Ho Chi Minh was a dictator and ignore all other facts
mentioned by him, such as Ho Chi Minh’s role in liberating Vietnam from French
colonialism. Moreover, the videos also assign collective guilt to the Ukrainians, extending
the blame for the old media items created by two individuals on the current Ukrainian
government and President Zelensky, who only assumed office in 2019. However illogical
this approach is, some comments on the videos show that it seems to work. One Facebook
user claimed that the defeat of Ukraine, which according to him is ruled by a clown (a
reference to Zelensky’s previous career as a comedian), is the joy and happiness of the
Russian people, whom the author conflates with the Soviet Union, and is also the joy of
Vietnamese citizens since “the clown dared to speak ill of the leader of our country
Vietnam.” This disregard for logic impedes balanced, well-informed discussions, by
appealing to emotions instead.
Most Divine Eye followers respond to these emotional cords by asserting their love, respect,
and veneration for Ho Chi Minh. They found Divine Eye videos skilfully produced and
convincing. One follower called Konkov (or TV24 channel, or Ukrainians in general—it is
unclear from the sentence), “idiots and a bunch of stupid reactionaries, who do not know
anything about the great and respected leader, Ho Chi Minh.” Another one claimed that
“[t]hose who dare to offend the beloved leader of the Vietnamese people, Uncle Ho Chi
Minh, will be cursed by the whole world and their country will be ravaged by war!” Another
credited Divine Eye’s video for changing his opinion on the war—while he had initially
supported the Ukrainians, his sympathies had now switched to the Russians as he felt that
the Ukrainians had abused the Vietnamese people.
6
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Obviously, Divine Eye caters to an “echo chamber”—a very specific self-selected audience
that supports its views.17 However, among them, there was a small number of reactions that
were critical of Putin and Russia. One comment noted that both Vietnam and Ukraine are
independent countries, and no country has the right to impose what path another must take.
Another comment asked: “Why force them to follow dictatorial socialism, while they want
to follow the capitalist way, the way of independence, and freedom? Forcing Ukraine to
follow the way it does not want shows that Putin belongs in the jungles, not in the domain
of international law.”
Divine Eye’s anti-Ukrainian position does not seem to align with the view of the broader
Vietnamese public. For example, Dien Nguyen An Luong and Amirul Adli Bin Rosli find
that Vietnamese internet users are often critical of the government’s stance vis-à-vis the war
in Ukraine.18 There have even been some demonstrations and projects in Vietnam where
people collect money, clothes, medicine, and other goods to send to Ukraine as many
Vietnamese feel affinity with Ukraine or are appalled by Russian aggression.19 Divine Eye
is trying to persuade opponents of the Vietnamese government’s approach and those on the
fence to fall in line, behind Uncle Ho.

CONCLUSION
Ho Chi Minh, both during his life and after, has played an important role in the mobilization
of Vietnamese citizens to support the CPV and its policies. His personality cult has been
indispensable in this process. 20 Generations of Vietnamese have been raised with the
avuncular image of Ho Chi Minh, and been taught to love and be devoted to Uncle Ho.
Although the grip of the Ho Chi Minh cult on Vietnamese minds has been weakening in
recent years, the CPV still uses it to keep the Vietnamese in line.21 Divine Eye’s attempt to
“weaponize” Ho Chi Minh in mobilizing pro-Russia and anti-Ukraine sentiments, and by
extension public support for Vietnam’s stance on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, is yet
another example of Ho Chi Minh’s emotional appeal remaining a useful tool for Vietnam’s
propagandists, more than 50 years after his passing.
The effectiveness of this propaganda remains unclear, especially since the reach of Divine
Eye’s videos is rather limited. Where Vietnam’s official position is concerned, Hanoi has
announced that it will provide Ukraine with US$500,000 in humanitarian aid. During a
speech at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington D.C. on 11 May,
Prime Minister Pham Minh Chinh also reaffirmed Vietnam’s position of respecting the UN
Charter, principles of international law, states’ independent sovereignty and territorial
integrity, as well as addressing all disputes through peaceful means without use or threat of
force.22
While short of calling out Russia, the statement’s neutral undertone suggests that despite its
voting on the UN’s resolutions to preserve ties with Russia, Vietnam also wishes to
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moderate its stance on the Ukrainian conflict to avoid hurting its relationship with Ukraine
and with the West.
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